Biography of the Author

Jenny Han is an American author of young fiction adult. Han was born and raised in Richmond, Virginia and has one younger sister. After high school, Han went to college at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, and later earned her MFA in creative writing at The New School, where she met fellow young adult novelists Morgan Matson and Siobhan Vivian; the latter of which she would go on to co-write the Burn for Burn series with. Han resides in Brooklyn, New York.

Han wrote her first published book, Shug, while she was in college. Shug is about Annemarie Wilcox, a twelve-year-old trying to navigate the perils of junior high school. Publishers Weekly said of the novel, "With its distinct Southern flavor, its presentation of universal conflicts and a cast of characters sure to be recognizable to readers, this book will likely draw a wide audience." Her next project was a trilogy for young adults.
about a girl's coming-of-age during summers. The trilogy, which includes *The Summer I Turned Pretty*, *It's Not Summer Without You* and *We'll Always Have Summer*, quickly became a Best Seller on *The New York Times* list.

In 2011, Han began working on a new young adult series with fellow writer Siobhan Vivian about three high school girls who begin a mission to exact revenge on people who wronged them. According to Han, she and Vivian "have been [best friends] and writing buddies for years. We've always traded our own pages back and forth, so this is a pretty natural progression for us."

She released a young adult romance novel in 2014, *To All the Boys I've Loved Before*, about Lara Jean Song Covey, a half-Korean, half-Caucasian high school student whose life turns upside down when the letters she's written to all the boys she's had crushes on get sent out. Kirkus Reviews said of the book, "An ultimately compelling exploration of teenage growth and young love." Han embarked on a national book tour for *To All the Boys I've Loved Before*. The sequel, *P.S. I Still Love You*, was released the following year and was met with another national book tour. Additionally, the book won the Young Adult 2015–2016 Asian/Pacific American Award for Literature. A third book about Lara Jean, *Always and Forever, Lara Jean*, was released in 2017.

**Summary of the Novel**

*PS: I Still Loves You* is a novel written from the point of view of high school story. **Lara Jean** is the main character and the protagonist of this novel. She is really an innocent person. First of all lara jean is only pretend to get a relationship with peter kavinsky until someone get their videos doing a sex in the hot tub. Lara jean has to learn what it is like to be in a real relationship and not just make believe one. Lara Jean and Peter kiss and
make up and become an official couple. But when another boy from her past returns to her life, Lara Jean feelings for him suddenly return too. can a girl be in love with two boys at once? But in the end of the story, she still chooses peter. Peter Kavinsky made me want to actually hug the book. He was so cute and nice to Lara Jean and the writer loves how he really wants her to open up and just live. They’ve became the favorite couple, ever as of now. Every readers certainly love their Starbucks study dates, phone calls, and so on! The writer missed Peter Kavinsky tons and this just made me love him all over again.

The writer liked how Jenny Han tied Social Media into this book like Instagram, when the video gets posted. It is really fun to see that, it made it very 21st century & realistic because that does happen.

The writer likes that most of the characters from To All the Boys I’ve Loved Before had bigger roles this time. Margot was there and I grew to like her. We really got to see how close Margot and Lara Jean were without any of Margot’s snarkiness. Rip margot and josh. I was really happy for Josh though, but I wanted more of him Chris had more dialogue because it seemed like she was around more which I enjoyed. Kitty! She had her own problems like trying to set up her father with Ms. Rothschild and she turned 10! She’s just hilarious, probably my favorite character.

We’re introduced to John Ambrose McClaren – which I was really happy about – he was such a gentlemen, but I still shipped Lara Jean with Peter all the way. I had a feeling that he was going to appear because Jenny Han had noted that a character comes back or something. I literally squealed when I saw his letter. It is totally predicted John being Stormy’s grandson, I
wrote it down as a prediction immediately. I loved the retirement home, Stormy was such a BA. But, the snow in April? It would’ve liked a cuter date-like moment for Lara jean and Jhon.

The writer likes Lara Jean’s crafty side. She always makes me want to take up scrapbooking or become a better baker. Every readers always wanting the treats she makes and just to be her. Valentines Day was adorbs —another part where Peter was super cute. She also became a better sister, she did lots for Kitty.

This book was really all about Lara Jean finding herself and reflecting on her childhood friends. Their tree house from their childhood is being torn down and they open the time capsule. I loved being able to know more about Lara Jean’s childhood, that was a different aspect for me. When they played Assassin’s that was a cool way to develop the story and reconnect some lost characters.

Genevieve is an antagonist characters in this story she is still bothered. She is the girl who sent Lara Jeans videos to the instagram, she is very jealous with Jean’s because she is date with her ex-boyfriend, Peter Kavinsky. She also can make everybody feeling so hurt, she loves to broke their hearts.

Overall, this book was perfect closure to the writte and really like the concept. maybe Jenny Han would definitely stump us or leave us hanging. But, it was bittersweet. The last page made the writer supper happy.